e S fixed) show that condition 1.1 (ii) by itself is not sufficient. Similary, the existence of a singular pluriharmonic measure ^ (that is, specn ^ N x {0} u {0} x N, cf. Aleksandrov [1] or Rudin [8] ) shows that some condition on the set {P-q'' (P^)especn} is necessary. Cf. also remark 3.4 below.
Another application of our F. and M. Riesz theorem is made to the Bergman-Shilov boundary S of a bounded symmetric domain Q: we get another proof of the known result that an H 1 function on 0 can be written as the Poisson integral of an L 1 function on S. Finally, our F. and M. Riesz theorem contains the classical results of the Riesz brothers and of Bochner as special cases.
Kanjin [5] has proved an F. and M. Riesz theorem for zonal (i.e. £/(n-^-invariant) measures on S: such a measure ^ is absolutely continuous with respect to a if spec ^ c [(p^q) e N x N : min (p,^)^N} for some N 6 N. I do not know if Kanjin's result can be proved (and extended) by the methods in this paper.
As in the classical case, if ^ is a measure such that spec [i satisfies 1.1 (i) and (ii) then not only is ^ absolutely continuous with respect to a but a is absolutely continuous with respect to n as well. This will be shown in the final section of this paper. 
2.1.
Notations. -If X is a compact topological space, let C(X) denote the space of complex valued continuous functions on X, with the sup norm. M(X) denotes the dual of C(X), the space of finite Borel measures on X.
Throughout this paper, K will denote a compact group with a countable basis of neighborhoods at e. By dk we denote the Haar measure on K, normalized to total mass 1; L^K.rife) = LP(K) and ||/||p(0<p<oo) have their usual meaning. If p. e M(K) we write (as usual) p, « dk, p, -L dk for « H is absolutely continuous with respect to dk », respectively, «p, is singular with respect todk». X^ determines spec ^ completely, since spec p, = {r e K : X^ n T,(K)^0}. Conversely, spec p, does not determine X^ in general: note that X^ is spanned by the functions
v e Range ^(r), w e H(r):
a short computation shows that for w^, n^eHO:) one has
If K is abelian, K can be identified with the character group of K and then X^ is the linear span of spec ^.
It is expedient to use X^ instead of spec [JL when generalizing Shapiro's results to non-abelian K. 
THEOREM. -Let [i in M(K) be singular with respect to dk. Then X{; has no nonzero continuous linear functionals if
Compare [II] , theorem 2.1. For the proof we need some lemmas.
LEMMA. -There exists a sequence {F^} of trigonometric polynomials, mth {||FJ|^} bounded such that
Proof. -Let {V^:neN}, V^+i c y^, be a countable basis of neighborhoods of e (the identity element) in K. Let h^ be the characteristic function of ¥", divided by the Haar measure of ¥". A rather straightforward argument shows that (i) and (ii) hold with F^ replaced by /in, cf. [II] , proof of lemma 1.1. We can now formulate our main result.
THEOREM. --Let A c K satisfy the following two conditions : (i) For each m e Z the set {r e A : n(T)=w} is finite.
(ii) The set {n(i): T € A} is bounded from below.
Let [i e M(K) be such that spec [i c A. Then [i is absolutely continuous with respect to dk.
In condition (ii) of 3.2 «from below » may be replaced by « from above » : just replace [i by ji.
Proof. -Let Y be the linear span of the T,(K) 's with T e A. By theorem 2.7 it is sufficient to show that for p < 1
(3.1fc) Y has sufficiently many 1^ continuous linear functionals to separate points.
In the proof of (3.1a) and (3.1&) we will use the following lemma: weZ Let NeZ be such that n(i) ^ N for all T for which d^ */^ 0 for some /eY. Suppose first that N^0. Then f^e 19 ) is an analytic trigonometric polynomial for each / in Y. Hence, by a result from one variable KP theory due to Hardy and Littlewood (cf. [3] , theorem 6.4; cf. also [2] , p. 68, for a short proof) for each p > 0 and each m e Z there exists a constant C = C(p,w) such that is L^ continuous on Y. Take a cr in A. Clearly, the linear functional (3.2) is equal to the composition of the projection n^ with the restriction of (3.2) to ©fI\(K):TeA, n(T)=n(a)}. Since this subspace is finite dimensional, the L^ continuity of (3.2) follows from the L^ continuity of n^. This proves the theorem. We can replace condition (i) of 3.2 by the following weaker condition :
(i)' For each meZ the set {TeA:n(T)=m} is a A(l) subset ofK.
The proof remains essentially the same: instead of the finite dimensionality of the subspaces ® {T^(K): T e A, n(T)=m} we now use the equivalence, for some p < 1, of the L 1 and L^ topologies on these subspaces, and the L 1 continuity of the linear functionals (3.2) (for all a e K).
Similarly, we may also replace condition (ii) by (ii)' The set {n(r): T e A} is a A(l) subset of Z (considered as the dual ofT).
In this case the analogue of lemma 3.3 becomes trivial. In particular, if ^ e M(K/H) is as in theorem 3.7 and \JL ^ 0 then a « p, as well as H « a. The case K=T,H={l}of this theorem is classical (cf. for example [3] , theorem 2.2) and will be used in the proof of 4.1.
Proof. -Let / in L^K/F^a) satisfy the conditions of the theorem and suppose that / == 0 on a (Borel) set of nonzero measure. Identify / with a right H-in variant L 1 function on K, also denoted by/.
For almost all k e K the slice function/^1 9 ) = f(^k) is in L^T). Set c^(fe): = /fc(w), the m-th Fourier coefficient of f^. Then c^ e L^K) and a calculation of d^ * c^ shows that Since /= 0 on a set of nonzero Haar measure there exists an F c K of strictly positive Haar measure such that for all k in F, f^ = 0 on a subset of T of nonzero (one-dimensional) Lebesgue measure. By (4.2) f^ = 0 for almost all k in F and hence, by (4.1) E ^rOCr * f)W =0 for all m e Z, a.a. ke¥.
n(t)=m
Each T e ^C is an analytic function on K and therefore ^Xr * / ls an analytic function on the analytic manifold K/H. It is not difficult to prove that the zero set of a nonzero analytic function on a connected analytic manifold has Lebesgue measure zero. Hence 
